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Abstract. The Linked Data paradigm has enabled a huge shared infrastructure for connecting data from different domains which can be
browsed and queried together as a huge knowledge base. However, structured interlinked datasets in this Web of data are not static but continuously evolving, which suggests the investigation of approaches to preserve
Linked data across time. In this article, we survey and analyse current
techniques addressing the problem of archiving different versions of semantic Web data, with a focus on their space efficiency, the retrieval
functionality they serve, and the performance of such operations.

1

Introduction

The Linked Data paradigm promotes the use of the RDF [7] data model to
publish structured data on the Web and to create data-to-data links between
different data sources [9]. As a result, a continuously growing interconnected
Web of data, consisting of typed hyperlinks between interconnected resources
and documents has emerged over the past years and attracted the attention of
several research areas, such as indexing, querying and reasoning over RDF data.
However, the emerging Web of data is not a static structure of linked datasets,
but a dynamic framework continuously evolving; Distributedly and without notice, novel datasets are added, others are modified, abandoned to obsolescence
or removed from the Web. All this without a centralized monitoring nor prefixed
policy, following the scale-free nature of the Web. Applications and businesses
leveraging the availability of certain data over time, and seeking to track data
or conduct studies on the evolution of data, thus need to build their own infrastructures to preserve and query data over time.
Thus, preservation policies on Linked Open Data (LOD) collections emerge
as a novel topic with the goal of assuring quality and traceability of datasets
over time. However, previous experiences in traditional Web archives, such as
the Internet Archive1 , with petabytes of archived information, already highlight
scalability problems when managing evolving volumes of information at Webscale, making the task of longitudinal query across time a formidable challenge
with current tools [74]. It needs to be stressed that querying Web archives has to
deal mainly with text, whereas structured interlinked data archiving shall focus
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on structured queries across time. In particular, several research challenges arise
when representing and querying evolving structured interlinked data:
– How can we represent archives of continuously evolving linked datasets?
– How can we minimize the redundant information and respect the original
modeling and provenance information of archives?
– How can emerging retrieval demands in archiving (e.g. time-traversing and
traceability) be satisfied on such evolving interlinked data?
– How can certain time specific queries over archives be answered on existing
technologies (e.g. SPARQL), providing the temporal validity of the returned
bindings, and how can we capture the expresiveness of queries that cannot
even be expressed in SPARQL itself (e.g. knowing if a dataset has changed,
and how, in a certain time period)?
This work gains first insights into the problem of archiving and querying
evolving semantic Web data. We first survey the most important related areas and techniques (Section 2). Then, we present current archiving models for
dynamic Linked Open Data (Section 3), describing their main inherent characteristics and processing performance on common archiving retrieval needs. We
conclude by pointing out current research challenges, in Section 4.

2

Related Work

Dynamic Linked Open Data. The use of RDF to expose Semantic Data
on the Web has seen a dramatic increase over the last years. Several research
areas have emerged aside (or resurfaced strongly), such as RDF indexing [24,
40] and optimized graph querying [62, 57] on the basis of SPARQL, ontological
reasoning [13, 71, 49], and many others (schema mapping, graph visualization,
etc.). Most of these areas and applications, though, consider a static snapshot of
datasets, disregarding the dynamic nature of Web data, a lifecycle without order
nor generally established policies. As an example of such behavior, LODStats2 ,
a project constantly monitoring the LOD, reports (in March 2015) 4,223 live
datasets having almost 90 billion triples, in contrast to 5018 (54.3%) datasets
which present problems for retrieving. Similar problems were previously reported
by [69], and recently by the Dynamic Linked Data Observatory [32], which also
provides the raw corpora, openly and continuously. Its latest studies found that
38% of 80K crawled Linked Data documents had changed in a seven-month window (the monitoring period). In particular, 23% of the total documents suffered
from infrequent changes, and 8% were highly dynamic documents. Of the documents that changed, most updates affect values for RDF terms (27%), keeping
the same number of triples, or just added triples (24%) which leads to monotonic
additions. Regarding the availability of resources, 5% of documents disappeared
permanently, whereas, on average, documents were unavailable 20% of the time.
All these results provide evidence that RDF datasets are rarely static, and
tracking changes is receiving an increasing attention [67, 15, 72].
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Time modeling in RDF. Managing semantic archives succinctly stands for
managing the time dimension in evolving RDF datasets. The time dimension
is naturally present when representing information as it is probably one of the
most important dimensions to locate events, actions and facts. There is, though,
a complete catalog of definitions and theories about the temporal dimension
[25, 1]; Time can be seen from multiple perspectives, from intervals (10am to
5pm) of validity of a fact to concrete time points (when an event has exactly
happened), as well as durations (1 hour, a decade). The distinction between
such perspectives is not always so clear or, better said, the temporal theories
and managing tools tackle time under certain assumptions related to the final
application. Additionally, temporal descriptions might be vague. For instance,
TimeML [51], the ISO standard to annotate temporal information, allows to
define recurrent events (e.g. “twice a month”) potentially without a concrete
timepoint reference.
Temporal information has been discussed in temporal databases [58, 64, 30],
XML documents [3, 53], and the World Wide Web [63, 2]. Although temporal
representation and management in RDF and the Semantic Web have appeared
recently, there is a growing interest in this area. See [11, 20] for a discussion on
temporal aspects in the Semantic Web.
Research works in the Semantic Web area roughly distinguish three forms of
annotating RDF/Linked Data with temporal information [54, 4]: (i) documentcentric annotation, where time points are associated with whole RDF documents. This annotation can be implicit, for instance HTTP metadata can be
used to detect changes [32], or explicit. In the latter case, specific vocabularies to annotate metadata about datasets, such as the Vocabulary of Interlinked
Datasets (VoID)3 , can be used. In turn, RDF documents can be considered as
digital objects following the path of other disciplines, such as Digital Libraries,
with preservation standards for these objects, such as HDF4 and PREMIS5 (this
latter including a semantic ontology for Linked Data compliance). Provenance
information of data collections is also becoming a hot topic, given the distributed
nature of Linked Open Data. In fact, the recent W3C PROV [22] standards can
be used to annotate and query RDF documents with time [72].
Time can be also represented (ii) using sentence-centric annotation, explicitly
defining the temporal validity, whether a time point or intervals, at the level of
statements/triples [68, 65, 50, 23, 78], and (iii) in a relationship-centric model,
encapsulating time into n-ary relations [43]. In this latter, a specific resource
identifies the time relation, and make use of it to link other related resources
[75, 39]. This can be seen as a particular case of multidimensional modeling [33,
17]. In [56], the authors study different general time modeling behaviors stating
that n-ary is the most used for experts.
As yet another practical approach which does not fall into one of these strict
categories, in [27] the authors build a Knowledge Base of facts (Yago2) from
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Wikipedia, and enhance it with temporal and spatial dimension: they distinguish between the temporal dimension of entities (resources) and facts (sentences). They develop a method to capture time and space from facts, as well
as rules for propagating such information to other related facts. To do so, they
consider static/permanent relations (e.g. ISBN, name), creation relations (e.g.
paint, create), destruction relation (e.g. died, destroy), and rules created on top.
Most important for preservation, each fact is assigned a time point denoting
its extraction and insertion into the Knowledge Base in order to capture provenance information and allow systems to select facts from certain points of time.
This latter corresponds to the transaction time in the literature on temporal
databases [58], i.e. the period of time during with a fact is present in the system, in contrast to the valid time, i.e. the data entered by the user of when a
fact is true in reality.
Finally, the OWL-Time6 ontology provides an RDF vocabulary to model –
but not to directly process and query – such temporal aspects.
Structured query languages managing time. Within the database community, several temporal query languages have been designed on the basis of
SQL-like modifications, such as TQuel [59], or the TSQL2 language [60] designed for temporal relational databases [58]. The main time features of these
proposals are based on defining operations between time intervals [25, 1], such
as computing overlapping and meeting points of two intervals, or before, equal,
during and finish relationships between them.
Structured query languages managing time represented in RDF mainly follow
this approach. T-SPARQL [19] is a temporal extension of SPARQL, motivating
the proposal on the need of keeping track of the changes in the legal domain. The
T-SPARQL language assumes that the temporal information is represented in
RDF using a sentence-centric annotation where timestamps are associated with
RDF triples. Then, it extends SPARQL embedding aforementioned temporal
features of the TSQL2 language [60]. In contrast, the author does not provide a
feasible implementation, but names two special index structures which allow for
efficient processing of temporal queries: tGRIN [50] and keyTree [65].
The tGRIN proposal is based on triples annotated with time (tRDF), i.e. a
sentence annotation modeling, but they consider time annotations in the edges
of the relations. Then, they define a variation of SPARQL augmented with these
temporal annotations on the edges (either variable or constant), referred to as
tRDF queries. Finally, they build a balance tree keeping together those nodes
with a “close” timing (as they should be queried together). Nevertheless, both
the construction and the query can result in costly operations.
SPARQL-ST [48] is a SPARQL extension supporting spatio-temporal queries,
limited to special FILTER conditions, also on the basis of sentence annotation.
Regarding the query language in [27], authors make use of reification, as each
fact has an identifier and time points are associated to facts. However, searching
in a SPARQL fashion produces a large number of joins which is not easy for
6
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non-experts. Thus, they designed the so-called SPOTL view, a syntactic sugar
modification of SPARQL to avoid such joins when specifying time or location. In
particular, four types of time predicates can be added after each (s,p,o) pattern:
overlaps, during, before and after. This allows to query interesting events with
few constructions. Based on a similar idea, stSPARQL [8] extends SPARQL with
minimal constructions to query valid times of linked geospatial data.
In turn, AnQL [78] is a SPARQL extension focused on querying annotated
graphs. These annotations can refer to several domains, such as trust or fuzzy
values, provenance and temporal information (e.g. temporal validity), for which
the proposal highlights some specific issues and extensions to cope with multiple domains. Finally, other research efforts focus on representing and querying
temporal information in the Web Ontology Language [26] (OWL) [46, 6].
Web archives. Similar scenarios were recently envisioned for Web archiving7 ,
i.e. maintaining snapshots of the Web at different times. In this respect, active
non-profit organizations, such as Common Crawl8 and the Internet Memory9 ,
provide open Web crawl data which can be used for third parties. In particular,
the Web Data Commons project10 has extracted the hyperlink graph11 from the
data from Common Crawl, also providing it for open use.
However, current Web archiving offers limited query services, mostly restricted to dereferencing URLs across certain time points. Note that the Web
archive size will increase several orders of magnitude across time: a system that
should index and provide full-text queries to such an archive will need to deal
with amounts of information which largely surpass the volume managed by leading Web search engines. Although several works identify this challenge of Web
archive search [12, 74, 18] no satisfying solution exists to date. In fact, this can
be seen as one on the biggest Big Data problems [18].
Other issues & Discussion. Many semantic Web applications currently work
mainly with the most recent snapshot of RDF data collections from the Web.
Acknowledging that this could cope the requirements of some information services, more advanced requirements, such as longitudinal querying over time and
queries regarding of the evolution of data, cannot be achieved. Consider, for instance, the open data portals of certain governments. These portals usually have
several contributors from different governmental agencies, or even try to provide
a unique access point to information from diverse governmental levels. Recent
projects monitoring Open Data portals, such as the Open Data Portal Watch
[70] and the Open Data Monitor12 , reinforce the idea that these portals are
growing unconstrained. Thus, there is an ongoing need to archive information
whether locally at the site of each contributor itself, or centralized. In any case,
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Fig. 1. Example of RDF graph versions.

it could be relevant for analysis purposes to know the evolution of a collection
over time. For external applications and services built on top of such collections,
a searchable record of changes should be useful to integrating such information
accordingly. In this sense, RDF graph replication [29, 52, 55, 66] addresses the
slightly different problem of mirroring complete or partial graphs (locally or in
different nodes), and to propagate changes between the subsets. Although in
this case the main objective is to optimize the synchronization, some tasks, such
as semantic differences computation and size reduction, can be seen as common
issues both for data replication and LOD archiving.
Finally, what was stated in a dataset at a certain time point in the past
may be taken into account for legals aspects in the same way its used in Web
archiving [28]. Data journalism is another particular area in which tracking and
comparing information over time is especially relevant.

3

Modelling Archives of Dynamic Linked Open Data

In this section we present current practical approaches to archive dynamic Linked
Open Data. We then discuss the desired retrieval functionality and how different models specifically tackle such query demands. Our use case is depicted in
Figure 1, which shows a sequence of three snapshots for an RDF graph. In this
example, the original version V1 models the information on two students ex:S1
and ex:S2 studying in a course ex:C1, whose professor is ex:P1. In the second
version V2 , ex:S2 disappeared in favour of a new student ex:S3. Finally, in version V3 , professor ex:P1 leaves the course to a pair of professors: a new professor
ex:P2 and the former ex:S2 who reappears under a different role.
3.1

Archiving policies

Several research efforts address the challenge of archiving the increasingly dynamic data exposed as Linked Data. The main related works make use of three
storage strategies (slightly adapted from [67]), namely independent copies (IC),
change-based (CB) and timestamp-based (TB) approaches. Figure 2 shows different archiving policies for our running example.

Fig. 2. Common archiving policies on RDF graph versions.

Independent Copies (IC). This basic policy [34, 45] stores and manages each
version as a different, isolated dataset, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Nonetheless, a
metadata characterization could be built on top in order to provide a catalogue of
the different available versions, e.g. using the Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT)
[38] and the Provenance Ontology (PROV) [22].
IC suffers from well-known scalability problems, as the static core (triples
that do not change), is fully repeated across versions.
Change-based approach (CB). This policy addresses the previous scalability
issue by computing and storing the differences (deltas) between versions, as can
be seen in Figure 2 (b). In this particular example, differences are computed at
the level of triples (low-level deltas [73, 15, 77]), distinguishing between added
(∆+ ) and deleted (∆− ) triples. Change detection is thus based on a basic language of changes describing the change operations, typically marking added and
deleted triples, which can be shared in markup languages such as RDF Patch13 .
Complementary recent works focus on computing dataset differences in a distributed way, such as rdfDiff14 and G-Diff [31], both working on MapReduce.
Other approaches works on extracting human-readable (high-level deltas [47,
44]) with the purpose of obtaining a more concise explication on the whys and
hows of the changes (e.g. deltas can state that a class has been renamed, and this
affects all the instances). On the one hand, low-level deltas are easy to detect and
manage, and applies to any valid RDF dataset. On the other hand, high-level
deltas are more descriptive and can be more concise, but this is at the cost of
relying on an underlying semantics (such as RDFS or OWL), and they are more
complex to detect and manage [76].
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Timestamp-based approach (TB). This approach can be seen as a particular case of the aforementioned sentence-centric annotation to model the time
in RDF [68, 65, 50, 23, 78]. Instead of explicitly defining the temporal validity
of statements/triples, in the LOD archiving, each sentence locally holds the
timestamp of the version. Again, the static core of the archive would produce
repetitions, as static triples would be labelled with all the present timestamps.
In order to save space avoiding such repetitions, practical proposals annotate the
triples only when they are added or deleted. That is, the triples are augmented
by two different fields: the created and deleted (if present) timestamps [41, 72].
3.2

Retrieval Functionality

Querying evolving semantic Web data is an emerging but challenging topic. Considering several aspects from previous categorizations [61, 35], we can distinguish
six different types of retrieval needs grouped under several dimensions, shown
in Table 1. The classification regards the query type (materialization or structured query) and the main focus (version/delta) of the involved query. We also
distinguish the time (single/cross-time queries) for the structured queries.
Version materialization: It involves to retrieve a given version, or the closest
version/s from a certain given period.
Although this can be seen as a straightforward, basic demand, in fact (i) it is
the most common feature provided by large scale archives, such as current Web
archiving (see Section 2) that mostly dereferences URLs across certain time
points, and (ii) it still presents a challenge at Web scale, as size will increase
several orders of magnitude across time. This functionality is also intensively
used in related areas, such as retrieving a certain state in revision control systems.
Single-version structured queries: Structured queries must be satisfied on
a specific version, typically, but not limited to, the newest one.
In this case, the retrieval demands are aligned with current state-of-the-art
query resolution over semantic data. That is, one could expect to work on an
RDF archive in a similar way than to any RDF store that serves, for instance
SPARQL resolution. Likewise, the same complexities applies, with the added
difficulty of switching between versions.
For instance, in our running example from Figure 1, one could ask what
lecture was given by certain teacher at a certain time, or if two given students
attended the same course in a given time.
Cross-version structured queries: Structured queries must be satisfied across
different versions.
This feature opens up the possibility to resolve time-traversal queries, thus
coping with information needs dealing with evolution patterns. This evolution
can be tracked at two different levels: (i) a simple triple/sentence pattern, for
instance, in our running example one may be interested in knowing all the courses
attending by a certain student, and (ii) a complex graph pattern query, such
as retrieving those subjects who have played the role of student and teacher of
the same course. Both cases are related to previous work on structured query

Type
Focus

Materialization

Single time

Structured Queries
Cross time

Version

Version Materialization
-get snapshot at time ti

Single-version structured queries
-lectures given by certain teacher at time ti

Delta

Delta Materialization
-get delta at time ti

Single-delta structured queries
-students leaving a course between two consecutive snapshots, i.e. between ti−1 , ti

Cross-version structured queries
-subjects who have played the role of student
and teacher of the same course
Cross-delta structured queries
-evolution of added/deleted students across
versions

Table 1. Classification and examples of retrieval needs.
RETRIEVAL NEED
Version Materialization
Delta Materialization
Single-version structured queries
Cross-version structured queries
Single-delta structured queries
Cross-delta structured queries

Indep. Copies (IC)

POLICIES
Change-based (CB)

Timestamp-based (TB)

Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High

Medium
Low
Medium
High
Medium
High

Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Table 2. Processing of retrieval needs (level of complexity).

languages managing time (see Section 2). Nonetheless, the first one requires less
expressiveness, and thus it could be provided by simpler resolution mechanisms.
Delta materialization: In this case, the main focus of the retrieval need is the
changes between two or more given versions.
While this functionality may seem underexploited in current LOD archiving,
increasingly LOD adoption would also bring RDF authoring to be widespread
and distributively performed. In this scenario, version difference and its related
operations (merge, conflict resolution, etc.) would be as crucial as they are in
revision control systems. Besides authoring, third-party systems relying on such
evolving datasets also might need to maintain a fresh version and thus updating
policies can be based on knowing and materializing version differences.
Single-delta structured queries: Structured queries must be satisfied on a
specific change instance of the dataset.
This information demand particularly focuses on the differences between two
versions, which are typically but not always consecutive. Besides other evolution
studies, these queries play a main role in monitoring and maintenance processes.
For instance, in our running example, one could be interested in knowing the
students leaving a course between two versions. In general, it is interesting to
know if certain addition/deletion or modification pattern applies, as this could
trigger other actions. This monitoring can impact on related areas such as view
maintenance, schema mappings and inference recomputation.
Cross-delta structured queries: Structured queries must be satisfied across
the differences of the dataset, thus allowing for fully fledged evolution studies.
In this case, the retrieval needs could be seen (i) as a generalization of the
previous scenario, thus fostering the evolution studies and feeding the monitoring
and maintenance processes, and (ii) as a particular realization of cross-version
structured queries. Nonetheless, in cross-delta structured queries we put the
focus on knowing the differences, i.e. the hows of the evolution process. For
instance, complex queries on our example could require to know the evolution in
the number of added/deleted students or teachers across several version.

3.3

Retrieval Processing

Finally, we briefly discuss how the presented archiving models can tackle the
aforementioned retrieval needs. First of all, note that all models represent the
same information, in complementary ways, so that all retrieval needs could be
theoretically satisfied. However, their aims clearly differ, thus they could present
important drawbacks. Table 2 summarizes the qualitative level of complexity
(low, medium, high) required to satisfy each type of retrieval demand.
Independent Copies (IC) may suffer from scalability problem in space, but it
is a straightforward, simple approach that could fit for basic retrieval purposes,
as version materialization, with low effort. In fact, this approach is widely used to
directly provide historical version dumps (typically compressed to reduce space
needs of textual RDF formats), such as in DBpedia15 and other projects serving
Linked Open Data snapshots, such as the dynamic Linked Data Observatory16.
In contrast, the rest of operations requires medium or high processing efforts. A
potential retrieval mediator (depicted in Figure 2 (a)) should be placed on top
of the versions, with the challenging tasks of i) computing deltas at query time
to satisfy delta-focused queries, ii) loading/accessing the appropriate version/s
and solve the structured queries, and iii) performing both previous tasks for the
particular case of structured queries dealing with deltas.
Change-based approaches (CB) reduce the required space but at the cost of
requiring additional computational costs for delta propagation and thus versionfocused retrieving operations. In general, as shown in Figure 2 (b), a query
mediator should access a materialized version and the subsequent deltas. In this
case, delta materialization is obviously costless but i) it requires of the aforementioned delta propagation to solve version-focused queries and ii) to load/access
the appropriate delta/s or re-created version/s for structured queries.
Nonetheless, note that his strategy is highly configurable, both in (a) the
aforementioned mechanism to detect and store the differences (e.g. low/high level
deltas), (b) whether to apply direct deltas (computing the changes of version Vi
with respect to version Vi−1 ) or reverse deltas (computing the changes of version
Vi−1 with respect to version Vi ) and (c) whether to store all subsequence deltas
or store the full version materialization in some intermediate steps. Recent works
inspect the latter tradeoffs. On the one hand, [15] precomputes an aggregation of
all deltas, so that it improves cross-delta computation at the cost of augmenting
space overheads. On the other hand, [61] proposes a theoretical cost model to
adopt a hybrid (IC+CB) approach. These costs highly depend on the difficulties
of constructing and reconstructing versions and deltas, which may depend on
multiple and variable factors. Another intermediate solution [67] builds a partial
order index keeping a hierarchical track of changes. This proposal, though, is a
limited variation of delta computation and it is only tested with datasets having
some thousand triples. Same scalability issues applies for a hypergraph-based
solution [14], storing the information of version in hyperedges.
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Timestamp-based approaches (TB) conceptually manage one augmented
graph containing all versions, which are labelled accordingly. As stated, most
practical approaches, such as [41, 72, 21], annotate the insertion/deletion point
of each triple, thus saving space. These approaches manage versions/deltas under named/virtual graphs, so that the retrieval mediator (depicted in Figure 2
(c)) can rely on existing solutions providing named/virtual graphs. In Table 2
we consider these practical cases and thus we report that, except for delta materialization, all retrieval demands can be satisfied with medium processing efforts
given that i) version materialization requires to rebuild the delta similarly to
CB, and ii) structured queries may need to skip irrelevant triples [41].

4

Discussion

Dynamic Linked Open Data archiving is a relevant and emerging area of interest
[5] which has its roots in Web archives where, unfortunately, the few current
approaches are seriously compromised by scalability drawbacks at Web scale [12].
In addition, these proposals include basic search capabilities, whereas structured
and time-traversing queries also constitute emerging retrieval demands [74].
Specific versioning, data replicas and archiving of interlinked data are still in
an early stage of research [72, 15, 67], while none of the analysed representations
have been neither designed nor applied at the scale of Linked Open Data.
Our current efforts to foster efficient archiving of dynamic Linked Open Data
focus on two complementary challenges. On the one hand, improving scalability
of archives, which involves to manage them on a modular, distributed fashion,
while reducing the high levels of verbosity/redundancy. On the other hand, optimizing query resolution, specially for those retrieval demands that requires to
scale up to large volumes of data, along different dimensions.
Compression and Indexing of Archives. One promising way of managing
such collections at large scale is to take advantage of the information redundancy
to minimize its representation through compression and to provide indexing and
thus query resolution on the compressed information. Compressing and indexing highly repetitive text collections is an active research area. Grammar-based
compressors [42] infer a grammar which generates the given text, hence they
are particularly suitable for texts comprising many repeated substrings because
these can be effectively encoded through the grammar rules. In addition, latest
proposals enable direct access to the data [10]. Similar goals have been pursued on the basis of the Lempel-Ziv LZ78 [80] or LZ77 [79] variants, with their
counterpart searchable proposals [36, 37]. Most of the approaches allowing direct
access assume that the information of which texts are close variants of which
can be identified. Thus, representative baseline texts can be selected while the
related texts can be compressed referencing their representatives [10].
Although archiving dynamic Linked Open Data has also to tackle text redundancy, its distinguishing feature is the presence of a semantic structure. In this
respect, specific RDF compression [16] emerges as an ideal solution to achieve
highly-compressed representations of RDF archives at large scale.

Query resolution of Archives. Structured query mechanisms for temporal
data are mainly based on traditional relational proposals. While some work has
been done on structured query languages managing time in RDF [19, 48, 27], none
of the proposals is specific for archiving evolving interlinked data. In turn, there
is still a large interest in scalable RDF indexing [24, 40] and query optimization
[62, 57], whose performance is critical when managing very large datasets.
An efficient solution is thus a formidable challenge, which should consider a
scalable model for archiving, efficient compression and indexing methods that
supports an expressive temporal query language, which, all together, will enable
to gain novel insights from Linked Open Data across time.
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